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ABSTRACT. Among the many retained historical information, The CPC’s archives show their unique value
because of their original and authentic nature. The CPC’s history archives are used to tell the red story, spread
the red culture and highlight the unique advantages of retained historical information. In the one hundred
birthday of CPC, test training base in the camp salute an archives exhibition tributing to CPC centennial. The
archives exhibition expands the scope of publicity, restores historical information, and highlights the role of
archives in education, communication and sharing.

Introduction

1

Xi Jinping point out, history is the best textbook, but also
the best sober up.[1]In order to give full play to the unique
role of retained historical information in recording the
struggle process, inspiring the original mission, serving
major decisions, and benefiting the officers and soldiers,
the archive room of the test and training base innovates the
working mode, deeply excavates the archival resources of
the CPC’s history, awakens archival memory, and
combines the actual collection to create a series of
exhibitions "Archives Pay Tribute to the Centenary of
CPC's Founding". We will dig, make good use of and
publicize the Party history archives.
On the occasion of warmly celebrating the centenary
of CPC's founding and the whole Party carrying out the
study and education of Party history, the Experimental
training Base earnestly implements Xi Jinping's important
speech on "protecting, managing and utilizing the Party's
history resources with heart and emotion". [2] Starting
from June 9, 2021, held a week-long salute "file CPC was
founded in one hundred" as the theme of the 14th
international archives day series of publicity and
education activities, to show the history of the Chinese
people's anti-japanese military and political university and
base school photos, documents, documentary archives
play base development, pursuit of Yan’an spirit, review
base the glorious course of hard work, contribution and
dedication, beaded into line, birthday gift.

Table 1. Exhibition design table of "Archives Tribute to CPC
Founding Centenary" of Experimental training base[drawn]
Experimental Training
Yan 'an anti-Japanese
Base Striving for
Military and Political
Development
University
Introd The anti-Japanese Military Since its restoration in the
uction and Political University is 1970s, the spirit of Yan 'an,
the first institution of higher which strives bravely for
learning founded by CPC to lofty ideals, has been
train military and political infused with the blood of
cadres, and the vanguard of Wangqu people in inspiring
the People's Liberation wisdom and strengthening
Army under the leadership the original aspiration.
of CPC.
Theme “Stay firmly in the right
“Follow the command of
1
political direction”
the CPC”
Display the historical
Through the historical
photos of the first and
photos and archives to
show that the cable
second CPC congresses，
Xi Jinping Thought on communication technology
school was restored in
Socialism with Chinese
Characteristics for a New 1978, the 1986 graduates
Era，reproduce Communist went to the front, the first
Congress in 1980,
establishment of original
transferred to National
mission, firm ideals and
University of Defense
beliefs of the struggle
Technology
in August
process.
2017
Theme “Hard and plain work style”
“Do solid work”
2
Show the historical photos
Historical photos and
of "cave classroom" in Yan
archival documents
'an anti-Japanese Military
showing that the older
and Political University, the generation of Wangqu
American journalist Snow people resolutely carried
in the "Westward Odyssey" forward the style of "antirelated records
Japanese military and
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highlighting time nodes and event nodes, and arranging
photo files and text files. The base selected events and
wonderful moments of the base in the past 40 years from
1978 to the present to make a documentary for broadcast.
By means of audio-visual integration, the exhibition
comprehensively shows the development process of the
experimental training base.

political university", and
worked hard and thrifty in
running the university.
Theme “A strategy and tactics that
“Raise men for war”
3
are flexible and mobile” Show the blood letter of the
It shows the historical
students who graduated in
photos of Chairman Mao 1986 to the front line of the
and other important leaders Sino-Vietnamese border,
of the CPC Central
Yan 'an field teaching since
Committee giving lectures
1990
in anti-Japanese Military
and Political University

3

Plan a new path carefully

The development history of Wang Qu and the school of
Yan'an Resistance University have their own positioning
and characteristics. The exhibition of archives themed to
celebrate the centenary of the founding of the CPC is of
limited time, huge size and unprecedented difficulty.
Archives room staff and Party history, political theory
teaching and research office teachers, propaganda cadres
held many studies and discussions. The idea of archival
exhibition arrangement is becoming clearer and clearer.
More than 100 pieces of base archives and historical
materials, more than 200 pieces of Yanan anti-Japanese
military and political University historical photos, contain
the historical roots of our party. The exhibition combined
"one Hundred years of Party history" with "Expression of
The Times", and combine "Where did it come from" with
"Where is it going? The exhibition helped officers and
soldiers better understand their original mission and the
Party's victory code. "Archives to the Centennial Theme
Exhibition" at the Experimental training base highlights
the double-line display. The exhibition shows the history
of the school with the three guidelines of the school, and
the development process of the base with the three aspects
of Wangqu school. Relying on more than 300 pictures and
video materials, the exhibition focuses on restoring
history, arousing memories and arousing resonance.

2 Accurate topic selection to find new
opportunities
It is an important and glorious political task to hold a series
of exhibitions on the centenary of the founding of the
Party, and it is also the initiative of the archive to give full
play to its resource advantages and serve the overall
situation. The exhibition tributing to CPC centennial has
rich content support. It is necessary to make great efforts
in form design, venue exhibition line and exhibition
experience, and strive to build a profound and well-made
archival exhibition to meet the needs of all officers and
soldiers to study Party history education [3].
2.1 Define the exhibition mission
When studying the tasks of the current year, the archives
of the experimental and training base will define the
exhibition theme according to the decision and
deployment of the training base and the important
commemorative activities or major events of the current
year. The year 2021 is the centennial of our Party. The
archive room of the base combines the characteristics of
military and political integration teaching of the base, and
clearly defines the mission of the exhibition to
commemorate the centennial of the founding of the
Communist Party of China.

4 Archives and exhibitions should be
well organized to serve the officers and
soldiers
The exhibition shows that the spirit of Yan 'an and the
historical wisdom of the anti-Japanese Military and
Political University have been gradually integrated into
the historical imprint of the people of the base in the
practice of the school running and development of the base
since its restoration and establishment in the 1970s.Since
the 1990s, Yan 'an anti-Japanese Military and Political
University has left a trail of learning and experience for
generations.

2.2 Stick to the theme of the exhibition
The theme is the soul and vitality of the exhibition. The
year 2021 is the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
Communist Party of China. The archives of the base
determined that the theme of the exhibition in this year
will be to commemorate the centennial of the founding of
the Communist Party of China and pursue the spirit of
resistance. The exhibition tributing to CPC centennial was
held in the camp. The archives office prepared more than
300 photos and files for the exhibition.

4.1 Select archival exhibits carefully
The archives room of the base contains many historical
documents of the base, including the writings, letters,
photos and other archives of the pioneering struggle of the
older generation of Wangqu people. When arranging the
exhibition, the archive room of the base carefully selects
the treasures of the collection, fully combines the
characteristics of linear reading of outdoor exhibition,

2.3 Highlight typical meaning
The core competitiveness of archival exhibition is
authenticity and authority, which is also the important
value of archival exhibition. [4] In order to highlight the
typical significance of the exhibition, in the selection of
exhibits, the archive room of the base pays attention to the
history as a miniature, the new era as the focus,
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exhibitions before, and the awareness of archives was also
significantly improved, which broadened the channels for
archives to serve officers and soldiers. Next, the archives
room of the base will hold an outdoor archives exhibition
on "6.9 International Archives Day" every year. The
content and theme will be set according to the theme of
national Archives Day every year and the actual
development of the unit, so as to ensure the exhibition
space and improve the publicity effect.

selects more objects and pictures, and strives to tell a story
with a photo and reflect an event with a document.
Combined with the training of "Yan 'an Spirit, resisting
university and running a School", the base selected the
documents and photos of the Cable Communication
Technology School restored in 1978, the first generation
projector used in audio-visual teaching in 1979, the blood
letter of the students who graduated in 1986 to go to the
front, and the photos of the signing ceremony of the
National University of Defense Technology in 2017,
which represent the key points of Wang Qu's development
history, are selected for exhibition.
4.2 Open a
cooperation

new

bureau

through

5.2 Strengthen inter-departmental linkages
In the process of organizing the exhibition, the archive
office of the base pays attention to strengthening the
cooperation with other departments and highlighting the
horizontal connection in the determination of the
exhibition theme, the examination of the exhibition
outline, and the publicity and reporting of the exhibition.
In 2021, in order to hold the "Archives to Centennial
Exhibition", the archives office of the base cooperated
with Yan 'an Learning Library, Political work Office,
Political theory Teaching and Research office, etc., to
make concerted efforts and brainstorm ideas to ensure the
quality and effect of the exhibition. In 2019, in order to
run the "Memory of the Base" well, the archives office
cooperated with the history museum and information
management center of the university to include the
exhibition in the series of publicity activities of the base,
which was well received by faculty and staff.

sincere

The high-quality archive exhibition embodies the
painstaking efforts and efforts of all aspects of the military
academies and bears the pursuit of archivists' unremitting
efforts and service for the army. [5] The Archives office
of the base actively strives for the strong support of the
Archives of National University of Defense Technology.
Nearly half of the precious historical materials are
exhibited publicly for the first time, providing services for
the deepening and truer education of Party history in the
base.
The experimental and training base actively organized
the backbone to participate in the whole process of
manuscript writing, exhibition planning, historical data
collection and content review, to ensure the safe exhibition
of archival exhibits, and fully demonstrate the political
responsibility of the archives.

5.3 Obtain good exhibition benefits
The archives exhibition is an important means for the
archives office to publicize the archives and the archives
work to the faculty and staff, and to enhance the awareness
of archives among officers and soldiers. It is also an
important way to develop and utilize the archives
resources and serve the construction of colleges and
universities. In the past three years, the archives
exhibitions held by the archives office of the base has a
distinct theme, prominent characteristics of The Times,
and a unique role in publicity and education.

5 Strengthen overall planning and
coordination,
archives
exhibition
achieved effective results
The series of activities, highlights the archives work "for
the CPC management files, for war service for PLA
guardian history," the responsibility of the mission, to
expand international construction archives, influence and
improve the file consciousness, improve the service ability
is of great significance.

6

5.1 Expand the channels for serving officers and
soldiers

Conclusion

Retained historical information record and preserve the
practical process of revolution and construction led by the
Communist Party of China. The base archives use the
history archives to tell the story of the Communist Party
of China, spread the culture of the Communist Party, and
highlight the unique value of archives. The archival
exhibition becomes a classroom to tell the history of the
party, and a bridge to connect the past, the present and the
future. In the new era, archivists dedicate officers and
soldiers with exquisite works, and breed new
opportunities.

Limited by the site, the archives of the base cannot hold
the exhibition indoors. In the past three years, the base has
held outdoor archives exhibition in the camp. While
solving the site problem, the camp leisure space has been
successfully transformed into a public education space,
which has opened up an effective channel for inheriting
the red culture, narrowed the distance between archives
and the majority of teachers and staff, and made more
officers and soldiers feel the charm of archives and accept
the party history education [6].
In 2019, when the archives exhibition was held for the
first time in the archives office of the base, the number of
visitors increased sharply compared with other types of
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